Microsoft Office 365 Migration
Microsoft Office 365 is a line of collaborative tools that

Netmail offers an array of services that can help

users can access over the web allowing them to

organizations make the most out of Microsoft Exchange.

collaborate using a combination of desktop software and

This is true for all versions of Microsoft Exchange,

web apps. Office 365 includes an online version of

whether onsite, hosted or in the cloud. Netmail provides:

Exchange—Microsoft’s flagship email platform—called
Exchange Online.

• Email migration to Office 365
• Archiving from Office 365

A migration to a new email platform is one of the most

• User access to archives

complex projects your organization will ever undertake, and

• Advanced eDiscovery and legal hold management

a move to Exchange Online, or a hybrid environment, is no

• Extensive migration project experience

different. It can potentially expose the organization to
spiralling project costs, data loss, compliance breaches,
and reduced productivity. It also often necessitates months
of co-existence to make the transition as smooth as
possible. The transition to the cloud is a major undertaking
that requires extensive planning and preparation. Netmail
provides a unique, simplified, and more efficient strategy
for helping organizations migrate to Exchange Online. We
can also help organizations leverage hybrid deployments
by keeping some aspects of the environment on-premise
while moving other features over to the cloud. Our SAFE™
(Simple, Accelerated, Fault-Tolerant Exchange)
Migration approach—an archive and inject method that
provides a number of options unavailable with single-use
migration tools—reduces costs, eliminates complexity, and
mitigates risk.

KEY MIGRATION BENEFITS
• Provides uninterrupted access to email and
calendaring
• 100% transparent to end users
• Local storage and control of archives
• No disruption to business
• Reduces migration project time
• Provides the foundation for email retention,
compliance, and ease of eDiscovery

Netmail is uniquely qualified to leverage available
technology to help you meet the enormous challenges
presented by a migration to Exchange Online.
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